
TENSOR PRODUCTS OF BANACH ALGEBRAS. II

BERNARD R. GELBAUM1

0. In [l], [2] there are descriptions of an alleged bijection 31Z3

<->9TCiX3TC2, where 9K%- is the set of regular maximal ideals of the

Banach algebra ^4;, * = 1, 2, 3, and where A3 = A1 ®7 ^ is the greatest

cross-norm tensor product of Ai and Ai. The given constructions for

the bijection are valid if both Ai and A2 are commutative. Otherwise,

the constructions are in error (e.g., [l, p. 301, line 12]; [2, p. 753,

line 4 and p. 755, Case 2]). The author knows of no counterexamples

to the conclusions in [l], [2], [3].

The purpose of this note is to offer (correct) proofs of modified

results in more general contexts and to apologize for the regrettable

oversights. New research of K. Laursen, whose work (in prepublished

form) the author had the privilege to examine, is based on the exist-

ence of the bijection mentioned above. Exposure to the new research

led to the author's discovery of his earlier errors.

1. Let ^4i, A2 be (not necessarily commutative) Banach algebras

with identities ei and e2. Let A3 — Ai ®yA2 (with identity ei®ei).

For i=l, 2, 3 let £,■ denote the set of proper closed left ideals in Ai.

We define two maps:

T'.£i X £2—>£s,       S'.£3—>£i X £2

as follows:

ad J1: If Li E£i,    i = 1, 2,    define the linear map

R:A33 a3 = J2 «i« ® <*2» -> ]£ ialn/Li) <g> ia2n/Li)
n n

E iAi/Li) ®y iAi/Li).

Then ker(i?) = r(Li, L2)G£3-

ad 5: If L3 E £3 define the linear maps

Gi'.Ai 3 ai—> (fl! <g> e2)/L3 E A3/L3,

Gi'.Ai 3 a2—> (ex ® a2)/L3 E A3/L3.

Then ker(G.) =LiE£>i,i = l, 2. We set 5(L3) = (Lx, L2).(Alternatively:

SiL3) = iL3niA1®ei),Lir\ie1®A2)).)
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Lemma 1. Let LzEL'a, S(L3) = (Li, L2), S(U) = (U, U). Then
LiEL'i,i = l,2.

Proof. Reference to the alternative definition of S leads directly

to the result.

Lemma 2. If LiC-Li, L2CL{, T(LX, L2)=L3, T(L{, Li)=L{,

then L3 EL{. If L^L[ or L2^L2 then L^L{.

Proof. Let Ei'.A—>A{/Li, E( :Ai—^Ai/Li be the canonical maps,

i = l, 2. We may define a third map Fi'.Ai/Li—^Ai/Li, i=l, 2, as

follows. If yEAi/Li, let F,(x)=y and let Fi(y) =E't(x). If Et(x)=y
then x—xELiELi whence E'i(x)=Ei(x) and thus F,(y) is well

defined. Furthermore, if z = E't(x) then FiEt(x)=z and thus the fol-

lowing diagram

Ei
Ai^> AjLi

Ei \ |   Fi

Ai/L'i

i = l, 2, is commutative. If R':A%—>(Ai/L{)   ®y (A2/L{), then

R' (Z «i» ® «2n) = Z (am/Li) ® (a2n/L{)
\  n / n

= JZ Ei (ai„) ® Ei (a2n)
n

= (Fi ® F2) JZ Ei(au) ® E2(a2n)
n

= Fi ® F2 o R ( JZ am ® a2n\

Thus ker(R) = T(Ll,L2)Eker(R') = T(L{,L{). Ii either L£L{ or
L2^L{ then correspondingly one of ker(Fi), ker(F2) is nontrivial.

Thus, e.g., if Oy±Ei(ai)Eker(Fx), £2(^2)^0, we find ai®a2E

ker(R')\ker(R).

We shall consider together with £< the sets Sfllj,-, Si, 3TCj consisting

respectively of maximal left ideals, closed ideals and maximal ideals

in Ai, i = l, 2, 3.

Lemma 3. (a) T(SiXS2)ES3;

(b) S(33)E3iXtf2;

(c) if (Ji, J2) belongs to any of £1X £2, 9TCn X 3TI/2, Si X S2 or Mi X 3TC2

and if ST(JX, J2) = (J{, J{), then Ji DJi,i = l, 2.
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Proof. The assertions (a) and (b) follow immediately from the

relevant definitions. For (c) we note that if aiEJi, then ai/Ji = 0

whence ai®eiETiJi, Ji)=J3 whence aiEJi- Thus JiEJi and by

a similar argument JiEJi ■

Corollary. On 9TCjiX3TCb and on 31XiX3Tt2 the map ST— identity.

For each IiE$i let /< be some arbitrary but fixed element of 31X<

and assume J.O^t- Define mappings 5 and T as follows:

S:$*3h->Sih) = Huh)

where S(/s) = (Ii, h).

f:Si X ^2 3 iii, h) -* Tih, Ii) = h

where Tih, h) =I3. Despite the arbitrariness in the definitions of 5

and T we have

Theorem 1. On 3TXiX3TC2, ST — identity. Ifhk (hull-kernel) topologies
are used throughout then S is a continuous bijection of 2\9HiX3TC2) on

3TCiX3TX2. iNote that T(3]XiX3TX2)C31X3.)

Proof. Since ST = identity on 9TCiX9TC2 we see S is a bijection of

r(3TCiX91l2) onto 9TCiX31l2. The parallel argument here reads:

TiMh Mi)=I3Eh = fiMi, M2). By Lemma 1, S is inclusion pre-

serving. If SiI3) = iMu Mi) and 5(/8) = (/i, h) then hEh implies

MiEIi and so Mi = Ii since M,- is maximal, i = l,2. Thus STiMi, M2)

= 5(/3) = (/i, Ii) = iMi, Mi). Hence ST = identity on 3TCiX3]X2 and

hence T is injective; consequently S, on T(3IXiX3TC2), is bijective.

If Fi is closed in EflXi then we show TiFiX'SU.i) is closed in

r(3TCiX31X2). A similar proof shows that if Fi is closed in 91X2 then

TiVfliXFi) is closed in r(3TCiX3TX2). Since T is injective and since any

closed set in 3TCi X 3TX2 is of the form

C\[iFiX^l2^J^liXF2)]
i

where FJ is closed in 311,-, i = l, 2, we see that

f(n [iFyiXMi)\Ji^liXFyi)]\ = n [f(i?1X91t2)Wf(3TI1XF2)]
\ 7 / 7

is   closed.    Furthermore    f :31Z2 X 9TCi <-> T(Sffli X 3TX2)    is   closed,

S: f(3TCiX3112)^31X1X311:2 is  f~l and  thus S is continuous.   (This

proof is essentially that given in [2]. There a counterexample shows

T need not be continuous.)

Thus let M°3 = TiM°u Ml)3k[T(FiX3TC2)]. A contradiction will be
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obtained by constructing a single element a\®a\ET(Mu M2)\Ml

for all (Mi, M2)EFiX<3<l2. Thus a\®alEk[T(FiXWl2)].
If M°3^T(FiX^l2) then M?<£FX and thus M°ii)k(Fi). Let a?

Ek(Fi)\M°i. Then al/M^O. On the other hand, for a2EA2 consider

(a1®a2)/M3 where M3=T(Mi, M2), (Mu Af2)GFiX3Tt2. Then since

a\Ek(Fi)EMi we see (a\/Mi)®(a2/M2) =0, i.e., a\®a2EM3. Since

(Afi, Af2) are arbitrary in FiX3TC2 we conclude a\®a2E k[f(FiX'Sn,2)]

EM°3. Hence (a°l®a2)/M3) = 0. Now choose a°2<£ M\ (whence a%/M\^0).

Then (a\/M^®(a\/M\)y±0 and so a\®a\^M% = T(M\, Ml), a con-
tradiction.

The argument in [3, p. 538, line 3 through p. 539, line 7] depends

on the bijection 9TCi X 3H2<-*3K3 alleged and discussed in [2]. Although

the author knows of no instance where the bijection is absent, he is

unaware of correct proofs. In what follows X is the "least cross-norm

whose associate is a cross-norm" [4, pp. 30-36] and t is the extension

of the identity map from the algebraic tensor product to the comple-

tions: Ai ®y A2=A3—>Ai <g>x A2.

Theorem 2. Let Ai and A2 be strongly semisimple (n3Kiilf,= {o},

i =1,2) and assume that the map r'.Ai ®7 A2=A3—*Ai ®* A2 is 1-1.

Furthermore assume that spectral synthesis holds for each element of

F(3IliX3n:2), i.e., that kh(T(Mx, M2)) = T(MU M2) for all (Mi, M2) in

smiXiT^. Then 0{M3:M3E]Jyti1>^h(T(Mi,M2))} =P={o} and in

particular A3 is strongly semisimple since RailsM3EP = {0}.

Proof. Let a3E0{M3:M3EDmlXMMT(M1, M2))}. Then in par-

ticular a3Ekh(T(Mi, M2)) for all (Mi, M2)E^,iX'M2. By hypothesis,

a3ET(Mu M2) for all (Mu M2)E^KiX^. Hence, if a3= Yinain®a2n
then

S (am/Mi) ® (a2n/M2) = 0
n

for all (Mi, M2)EVKiXyil2. If a3y±0 then r(a3)y±0 and thus 0<X(a3)

= sup{| T,nfi(am)f2(a2n)\:(fi, f2)EAtXA*, \fi\ =\f2\ =l|. Thus
for some (fi,f2)EAtXA2 there obtains

T,Mam)f2(a2n) y± 0.
n

We find in turn :

Tjh{am)a2n y± 0;
n

for some M%
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^fliain)a2n/Mi ?± 0
n

since Ai is semisimple;

Z/i(«in)^2(WM°) ^0
n

for some ̂ GGV-Mf)*;

J^^2(ain/M2)am ^ 0;
n

for some Mf

T,Ma2n/M°2)(ain/M0i) 5^0
n

since ^4i is semisimple. Thus for some faEiAi/M®)*

E ^iam/M\)iiiain/M\) ^ 0.
n

Hence 0<X(£n (aln/ikf?)<g>(a2n/^))^T(Zre (ai»/M?)® (a2„/M20)),

a contradiction of 2^« iain/Mi)® (a2n/M2) =0 for all (Afi, M2)

G31XXX31X2-

The appearance of spectral synthesis in the above is of interest.

Indeed, the basic and, as far as the author knows, unresolved ques-

tion about the semisimplicity of Ax <g)7 Ai when Ai and ^42 are semi-

simple (even commutative) is equivalent to spectral synthesis for the

(reducing) ideal / of FyiAi, A2) [3, pp. 526, 540]. Of course, semi-

simplicity of any Banach algebra A is the statement that spectral

synthesis holds for the zero ideal {0}.
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